Abstract. When modeling for colored noise, order number and the coefficient of determination of the model is a difficult problem, real-time computing applicability is very good, although but increased filtering calculation burden. Therefore based on the polynomial approximation theory, this paper proposes a polynomial AR model to colored noise modeling, model coefficient and the order number and the polynomial order, only speed up the computing speed of the filter. Through an example for a GPS cycle slip detection effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is verified.
Introduction
In GPS dynamic positioning, the observation equations for nonlinear equations, general application of various nonlinear filtering algorithm. Such as extended kalman filter, based on deterministic sampling no trace of the kalman filter (UKF), kalman filtering (CKF) and volume based on sequential monte carlo particle filter (PF). Because PF prone to particle impoverishment in dealing with problems, and the problem of different sampling strategy are also different, so it is difficult to find a general model of the particle filter. At present, the processing non-linear problem with more or amount of calculation is relatively simple EKF, UKF and CKF.
In GPS observations, the remaining ionospheric delay, tropospheric delay error and the influence of multipath effect and so on, combined with GPS receiver of the sampling rate is higher and higher, make GPS observation noise, often do not conform to the gaussian white noise assumption, but non gaussian colored noise sequence. But the EKF, UKF, CKF are based on the observation noise is gaussian white noise, if you don't consider the effect of non gaussian colored noise, not only can reduce the estimation precision, but also the estimate result of filtering through optimization, thus generate inconsistencies, so for non-gaussian colored noise processing appears more important.
There are many methods to deal with the colored noise, direct modeling the colored noise is a important method which using he additional function model to compensate the error caused by colored gaussian noise model. Based on this, this article using the AR model is proposed for colored noise modeling, model coefficient and the order number is related to the polynomial order only, this method can improve the computing speed of the filter, last, an example is given which accounts for the effectiveness of the method. 
On type is equivalent to the following two linear equality constraint (Heinonen and Neuvo, 1988; Harju and Ovaska, 1999). 
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The type is equivalent to:
For the zero order, first order and second order and third order polynomial, the optimal coefficient
is (Heinonen and Neuvo, 1988) : 
Polynomial approximation theory based on AR non-gaussian colored noise compensation filter
According to the result of the previous section, the state space model based on AR model approximation of colored noise as follows:
Here the third order AR model is used to approximate color noise, 
Here
Eventually filter valuations state vector and covariance matrix of the:
Calculation and analysis
Here by using AR model compensation based on polynomial approximation theory of adaptive filter algorithm to solve the problem of GPS cycle slip detection. The existing GPS cycle slip detection methods are polynomial fitting (preparation, 1997), the finite difference method (Zhou Zhongmo Yi Jiejun, Julie chi chow, 2004), the phase pseudorange group legal (shou-xin zhang, 1996), kalman filtering method (Jia Peizhang, even big wu, 2001), etc. These methods have their own characteristics, but also has its limitations: finite difference method is mainly used for detecting cycle slip, because of the difference method in the amplification of cycle slip also magnifies the noise; Polynomial fitting method to detect cycle slip, to ensure that at least the first four epoch carrier phase observation cycle slip, and then use them to detect and repair the fifth epoch carrier phase observations of cycle slip, the other two methods in the dynamic case cannot detect small cycle; Phase pseudorange group legal problem of cycle slip detecting ability depends on the amount of pseudorange observation precision, due to low precision GPS pseudorange observation in machine, so for small cycle slip detection ability is poor; While traditional kalman filtering method in when the observation noise is colored noise cannot effectively detect and repair cycle, even makes the filtering divergence. Selection of satellite is PRN9, intercepting L1 observations of 600 epoch experiment. From 1 to 400 of them around the epoch observation environment better, epoch covered 400 ~ 600, the observation environment starts to degrade can verify this section of the algorithm in weak strong observation of colored noise and color noise conditions for cycle slip detecting and repairing ability. 100 epoch in L1 observations with 1 week week, add 2 week at 300 epoch jump, jump at 440 epoch with 1 week, add 2 week at 550 epoch. First difference between epoch, to get a time series as a filter for observation, the aim is to make smooth carrier phase observation noise sequence.
Cycle 
Thinks that contain cycle, known as the door threshold coefficient. According to a large number of practical experience, take h = 2. K is called the data window wide, take is K = 8.
When From the calculation results can draw the following conclusion:
(1) when the GPS observation condition is good, the observation data quality is high, the standard Kalman filter and compensation based on polynomial AR model of Kalman filtering for cycle slip detecting and repairing effect is very good, for a week or so small can accurate cycle slip detection and repair.
(2) when the observation condition, carrier phase observation noise as gaussian white noise, not the standard Kalman filtering for cycle slip detecting and repairing effect also begins to be bad, can be seen from table 1, 440 epoch week cycle, has been submerged in the residual sequence, cannot detect. And 550 epoch of 2 week week, while it is possible to detect, but already can't repair.
(3) can be seen from table 2, the AR model based on polynomial compensation Kalman filter can effectively reduce the influence of colored noise, and still be able to detect and repair cycle. of AR model compensation to small cycle slip detecting and repairing, in the use of AR model based on polynomial compensation Kalman filtering, the polynomial order generally can't more than three order, can undertake trial determined according to the specific problem, can also adopt the method of integrated model.
Conclusion

